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SANT, SADH, SANGAT
These words have been used in Gurbani very often and very
often have they been misunderstood and misconstrued and
sometimes exploited by clever and unscrupulous persons. It is,
therefore, desirable to understand their use and interpretation in
Gurbani.
Sant and sadh have been used in more than one sense in
bani. Firstly, they are used with reference to flocks of sycophants,
cheats, and beggars in different disguises of holy men fleecing
and exploiting the unsuspecting believers with promises of relief
in life here and hereafter. They roll in such ill-begotten wealth,
establish palatial ashrams, and some of them even ride in
limousines, and have the best of time. The one that can shower
abusive and vulgar language, becomes more impressive, and he
collects multiplied dividends. About such sants and sadhs we read
in Rag Asa :
Who display rosaries on their necks and in their hands
hold shining jugs,

rbh fiBk igwkbhnk b'N/ jfE fBpr ..
They are not saints of the Lord, but are the cheats of
Benars

UfJ jfo e/ ;zs B nkyhnfj pkBkof; e/ mr ..
I abhor such saints.

n?;/ ;zs B w' eT[ Gktfj ..
They devour the fruit-tree root and branch.

vkbk f;T[ g/vk rNektfj ..
Some of them call themselves even ‘the Satguru personified’
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and are introduced as agents of the Guru, who can book berths for
the faithful to the Guru’s Door and secure salvation for them. The
Satguru had no doubt created missionary centres and appointed
preachers, but had never let loose such touts. On the other hand,
history tells us that the self-appointed touts, out of the masands
who had fallen in character, were deterrently punished.
Sadh and sant have then been used with reference to persons
slightly above the normal level in spiritual advancement. These
words refer also to those who soar high and achieve nearness to
the Guru.
These words have mostly been used with reference to the
Satguru himself such as :
I am sacrifice, yes, sacrifice am I to the vision of the
Guru, my beloved Saint.

jT[ x'bh ihT[ x'fb x[wkJh r[odo;B ;zs fgnko/ ihT[ .. (wkM w L 5)
On meeting the Sant Guru, the Saint of the Lord, anoint
the face with the dust of his feet.

jfo ek ;zs[ fwb? r[o ;kX{ b? fs; eh X{fo w[fy bkJh .. (wbko[ w L 4)
Very often these words have been used to mean “the saint
within us.” In every individual two forces are always in conflict,
the saint and the sinner. These are inherent in our nature. The
touch of the Guru subdues the sinner and upholds the saint in us.
For instance in Rag Majh the fifth Nanak says :
When our good luck developed, the Guru got the saint in
us to meet and function.

Gkr[ j'nk r[fo ;zs[ fwbkfJnk ..
Obviously, the word sant here refers to the saint in us. In
other words, it means that when the Guru puts his divine hand on
our head and takes us into his protection, the Godly and saintly
virtues in us are energized and the devilish tendencies are beaten
down.
Sangat does not mean the company of any hypocritical,
pretentions, individual masquerading as a spiritual wizard. It
definitely means the sangat of the Satguru. We recite daily during
our evening prayers the fourth Nanak’s Shabd in Rag Gujri in which
this is clearly defined as :

SANT, SADH, SANGAT
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Fie be on them and their living who have not sought the
protection and refuge in the Guru’s company.

i' ;fsr[o ;ofD ;zrfs Bjh nkJ/ fXqr[ iht/ fXqr[ ihtkf; ..
Those men-of-God who have taken to the Satguru’s
sangat are blessed for eternity.

fiB jfo iB ;fsr[o ;zrfs gkJh fsB X[fo w;sfe fbfynk fbykf; ..
Nowadays the Guruship having been entrusted to the Khalsa
under the Spiritual Leadership of Gurshabd, it comes to mean the
assembly of people where the Khalsa is functioning under the
Presidentship of the Shabd and Gurbani is being implemented.
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